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Abstract—Honeypots have been used extensively for over two
decades. However, their development is rarely accompanied with
an understanding of how attackers are able to detect them.
Further, our understanding of effective evasion strategies that
prevent the detection of honeypots is limited. We present a
classification of honeypot characteristics as well as honeypot
detection evasion strategies which minimize the detection rates of
honeypots. We also provide recommendations for future honeypot
software which is more adaptable, modular and incorporate a
dynamic intelligence design.
Index Terms—Detection, honeypot, protocol, security

I. I NTRODUCTION
Honeypots have been used as a standard mechanism to
provide a more holistic cybersecurity strategy to organizations
for over two decades [1]. They have been credited with directly
assisting the discovery of a system’s compromise and in some
cases, they have also helped to uncover the identity of cybercriminals across countries [2]. However, the proliferation of
tools and technologies such as machine learning and artificial
intelligence has enabled attackers to not only detect honeypots
but identify ways for further exploitation. To date, much of the
literature has focused on the development of novel honeypots
that often target a particular aspect (such as defending a
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) zone) without providing a holistic
understanding of how honeypot can be designed so as to avoid
detection by attackers.
Today, all types of organizations face probing from a globally connected cyberspace. A recent study of five small public
municipalities from the state of Washington has demonstrated
that even smaller networks are not immune to probing by a
range of attackers from various countries [3]. Organizations
employ honeypots to some degree as a mechanism for detecting system probing and compromise from both internal
and external threats. Since the intent behind honeypots is
for them to be exploited by attackers, any traffic originating
from a honeypot is suspect [4]. Specifically, the rate of false
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positives by a honeypot is expected to be virtually zero and
as such the trust placed in alerts coming from such systems
by cybersecurity analysts is high. Honeypot detection by an
attacker often boils down to a comparison of fidelity (how
realistic a honeypot’s behavior is compared to the system
it mimics). However, studies have shown that high fidelity
honeypots can still be detected and are expensive to maintain
[5], [6].
Contributions of this work
We summarize the main contributions of this work as
follows:
• We identify the key characteristics that differentiate various honeypots.
• We review some of the recent approaches that have been
found to make honeypots more difficult to detect by
attackers and classify which honeypots benefit the most
from these approaches.
• We discuss some of the characteristics that future honeypots need to have in order to keep up with emerging
threats.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we present an overview of various honeypots and their
respective uses along with their key characteristics. In section
III, we identify how honeypot characteristics influence their
ability to avoid detection by attackers and provide a classification for such characteristics for developers of honeypots.
Finally, in section IV, we present a few characteristics that
future honeypots need to have with respect to the tools that
are available to attackers.
II. H ONEYPOTS
At its simplest, a honeypot is a resource that is utilized to
detect and prevent attempts of unauthorized access and use of
systems. Its value is found in its exploitative state [1]. The
expectation is that an attacker will interact with the honeypot
and will unknowingly provide information to cybersecurity

professionals revealing his or her whereabouts and intent.
The latter is of utmost importance one of the most important
defense measures is to quickly detect zero day vulnerabilities
(vulnerabilities not previously known) and reacting to such
compromises. As such, the information gained through this
process can be used to uncover such vulnerabilities or help
minimize risks associated with an attacker’s specific attack
goals, which lead to attack vector customization that may
be difficult to otherwise detect. Offensive honeypots include
honeypots involving drive-by-downloads [7] and P2P honeypot
bots developed to control and monitor botnets [8]. Honeypots
are also used in network areas that cannot be otherwise effectively monitored by network monitoring tools. For example,
once an employee’s network access credentials are obtained
by a remote attacker (e.g., Secure Shell (SSH) credentials),
intrusion detection systems that are often placed near the edge
router of a network are unable to inform security analysts
about the actions of the attacker. A honeypot, however, can
indicate the compromise of the employee’s account if the attacker attempts to connect to it via the employee’s workstation.
An example of this is presented on Fig. 1.

Honeypots today are extensively used in a range of governmental as well as non-governmental organizations. For example, one of the requirements by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) that governs healthcare
security requirements in the United States is interpreted as
a need for monitoring systems. Often this requirement for
healthcare providers as well as business associates interpret
this as a need for Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) that
include the use of honeypots to some extent [9]. Other critical
areas that make use of honeypots include financial institutions
[10] and industrial control networks [11].
The type of data collected by honeypots vary depending
on the organization and the type of application but in general
they involve extensive logs of user and system actions as well
as network traffic. These logs are often forwarded in a larger
data storage (e.g., Elasticsearch) that contains network sensor
data (e.g., netflow or full packet captures) along with alerts
from IDS. Alert correlation is further used in order to better
establish a timeline for an attacker’s actions or eliminate false
positives [12]. Security analysts then analyze the honeypot
data. However, unlike other network data (full packet captures,
netflows, and so on) that is collected, the honeypot data is more
valuable and its analysis is a lot cheaper because it contains
less false positives [13].
A. Honeypot Characteristics

Fig. 1. Example attack scenario on a network with network intrusion detection
sensors and honeypot.

Various types of honeypots have been developed for a
diverse set of applications. Some are more generic whereas
some are highly specific characteristics such as the ability to
emulate a particular network encryption (e.g., Secure Sockets
Layer Version 3 (SSLv3)). We have identified several honeypot
characteristics and we have also reviewed their major benefits
as well as their drawbacks. Next, we discuss the following
honeypot characteristics: objective, fidelity, implementation
and scalability.
1) Objective: There are two primary categories for honeypots: research and production [14]. Research honeypots are
used to generate threat intelligence about attackers. They are
often placed in a network’s DeMilitarized Zone (DMZ) or
otherwise in an area where production activities do not take
place (e.g., through Virtual Local Area Networks (VLAN)
segmentation). In contrast, production honeypots are often
placed near security assets with the purpose of serving as
indicators of compromise(IOC) for internal as well as external
threats. Simply put, the functionality of these honeypots are for
alerting defenders of an attack, and only limited intelligence
is gathered about the attacker (in sharp contrast with research
honeypots). The earliest precursor of production honeypots is
monitoring darknets (the unused IP address space in a local
network) [13]. The general principle of production honeypots
is that since they serve no functional purpose for legitimate
users, any attempt to access and use them is considered
to carry a bad intent [15]. From an attack perspective, the
difference between production and research can be thought in
terms of “attack duration” with research honeypot involving
longer times.

2) Fidelity: Honeypots can be characterized based on the
level of interaction that they allow between them and the
attacker. Low interaction honeypots allow for interactions with
them only for a short period of time. At the completion
of the interaction an attacker may or may not discover the
deceptive nature of the honeypot depending on the intent of the
honeypot developers. This may be the case with an OpenSSH
honeypot server that follows the SSH protocol and accepts
various authorization credentials but provides no further shell
functionality (revealing in effect to the attacker the deceptive
nature of the honeypot). Such a honeypot is typically placed
in a local network’s DMZ or within an IP subnet whose
network traffic is not monitored by an IDS. On the other hand,
high interaction honeypots can either simulate or provide all
high level functions of a system they are mimicking. The
expectation here is that their deceptive nature should not be
detectable by an attacker. Often such honeypots are used
exclusively for research where the main objective is to discover
the intent and methods of an attacker [14]. High interaction
honeypots are usually used where zero day vulnerabilities are
more likely to be discovered [1].
3) Implementation: A honeypot implementation involves
the use of software, hardware or hybrid. Hardware honeypots
can vary from regular computers to specialized Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems (e.g., GasPot,
a gas pump SCADA honeypot). The degree of emulation
of functions based on the system that a honeypot mimics
can vary but often many functions are embedded into the
hardware which makes the development and maintenance
of such honeypots more expensive. Software honeypots are
cheaper to develop and maintain. Virtualization technology is
also often used as a means to simulate hardware functions
[16].
4) Scalability: Scalability refers to the ability of a honeypot
or parts thereof to scale. This characteristic becomes particularly important with the emergence of botnets as well as the
overall increase in the number of cyberattacks and state actors
that aim to attack organizations. Several scalable honeypots
exist and they vary from Peer-to-Peer (P2P) functionality
to automatic re-deployment mechanisms [17], [18]. Other
honeypots developed have focused on handling hundreds of
thousands of concurrent connections [5].
B. Honeypot Detection
Honeypot detection lies in an attacker’s ability to detect
and find out about the deceptive nature of the honeypot.
Often this relies on the limited ability of a honeypot to
align with an attacker’s mental model based on the attacker’s
expectation of what a realistic environment should look like.
The constraints are often economical, which involves hardware
as well as development costs. An early example of this is
the Honeypot Hunter that was deployed to uncover mail
server honeypots [19]. The software utilized its own fake
mail server and attempted to proxy back to it through the
honeypot’s mail server. The action was enough to uncover
the honeypot because most honeypot mail servers at the time

offered a low overall interaction. There are also additional
design constraints for honeypots that attackers are aware of.
There are legal constraints that prevent realistic emulations [8].
Such constraints are due to the nature of defenders having to
abide by the law and as such attacker’s knowingly look for
signs of such legal constraints (e.g., a honeypot bot that is part
of a botnet cannot legally perform denial of service attacks to
systems).
III. AVOIDING H ONEYPOT D ETECTION
Given the challenges involved in successfully deploying a
non-detectable honeypot, it is important to not only understand
recently proposed approaches that have been shown to be
successful but also how the characteristics of a honeypot may
influence the success of applying these approaches.
A. Proposed Approaches for Avoiding Honeypot Detection
We describe several approaches for honeypots that have
been proven to be effective against attacker detection and
highlight how they succeed in doing so.
1) Automatic Honeypot Redeployment: Low interaction
honeypots are more expensive to develop with built in antidetection because their scope and functionality are limited in
contrast to high interaction honeypots. Upon discovery by an
attacker, modifying an existing honeypot configuration may be
too costly. Consequently, one approach for avoiding honeypot
detection involves automated re-deployment of the honeypot
that in turn reduces the need for anti-detection honeypot configurations. One study that has explored the development and
implementation of such a mechanism automatically re-deploys
a honeynet when it identifies that an attacker has detected it
[20]. Inbound and outbound Internet Control Message Protocol
(ICMP) packets are monitored and any drop in the number
of ICMP packets below a pre-determined threshold indicates
that the attacker has disconnected (indicative of the honeypot
being discovered). The honeypot is then automatically redeployed with an altered configuration with the intent to trap
the same attacker. The method reduces setup overheads and
development of anti-detection mechanisms for honeypots.
2) Honeypot Delay Reduction: A substantial detection risk
for honeypots stems from the fact that arbitrary delays are
introduced in processes that a honeypot mimics (e.g., authentication via SSH that is delayed due to further logging or log
forwarding required by a honeypot) that would otherwise not
have such delays. These delays enable attackers to detect the
honeypot. One method for delay reduction that directly identified the benefits of minimizing delays introduced by an active
honeypot bot designed to connect back to a botnet is described
in [18]. This method is used to avoid honeypot detection in
P2P botnets and it combines the use of IP address spoofing
and fake TCP three-way handshake to break the authentication
procedure used to allow infected hosts to join a botnet. The
authors focused on the Advanced Two-Stage Reconnaissance
Worm (ATSRW). The worm uses an authentication procedure
before allowing infected hosts to join the botnet. However,
the authors of the active honeypot bot discovered that their

authentication method that mimicked that of the original botnet
was detectable by attackers. The authors of [18] spoofed the
authentication by finding an already infected vulnerable peer
and infecting it in order to obtain the authentication that
was used to authenticate back to the botnet in order to join.
The process of the bot learning the authentication procedure
introduced a time delay and as a result it revealed that a
honeypot was attempting to connect to the botnet. By reducing
the time delay to match more closely that of a real infected
host, the risk of detecting the honeypot was lowered.
Delay reduction as an optimization for honeypots has also
demonstrated its effectiveness in avoiding honeypot’s detection
when applied to Honeyd (a readily available open-source
honeypot) [21]. Honeyd is a virtual (software) honeypot that
emulates the protocol stack (such as the TCP/IP stack) so that
attackers are convinced they are attacking a real vulnerable
system. In Honeyd, an attacker may deduce that the system is
a honeypot by measuring the end-to-end latency. Since Honeyd
operates on a virtual network, the link latency can be used to
detect the presence of the honeypot. Specifically, end-to-end
latency in Honeyd’s design is a multiple of 10 milliseconds. By
comparing latencies between a physical (real) network and a
virtual (honeypot) network we can define a threshold in which
the two latencies are different. Using that threshold we can
detect honeypot networks that use Honeyd. Attackers can use
measurements of round trip times (e.g., by using ICMP, TCP,
or UDP echo-reply) to detect the presence of honeypots. The
study found that camouflaging Honeyd by modifying it to have
a lower link latency was effective in avoiding the honeypot
system being detected by attackers. The threshold selected
was close to the physical network’s link latency. The study
concluded that although the method was successful with the
Honeyd honeypot system, it can also be broadly applied to
other virtual honeypot systems.
3) Honeypot Process Transparency: Another side effect
of the way honeypots operate is the lack of transparency
that leads to revealing their deceptive design. An example of
this can be observed in hybrid honeypot systems. In these
types of honeypots, both low and high interaction honeypots
are used with a frontend honeypot forwarding connections
to a backend honeypot (similar to the way load balancing
web servers work). Current TCP connection handover mechanisms in hybrid honeypot systems can be easily detected
by attackers [5]. As such, one study proposed a transparent
TCP connection handover mechanism that uses different ports
of an OpenFlow-based switch to isolate honeypots while
TCP connection parameters (SEQ, ACK numbers) remain the
same [5]. The hybrid honeypots require network traffic to
be re-directed from the frontends to the backends and this
traffic redirection is often not transparent enough to evade
an attacker’s detection. The study’s alternative mechanism
consists of three phases. Phase one is initiated by an attacker
sending a TCP connection request to the target honeypot.
The honeypot controller forwards the request to the frontend
which performs the TCP three-way handshake to establish a
connection with the attacker. Phase two involves transferring

the TCP session from the frontend to the backend using a
TCP replaying approach. This approach replays the threeway handshake using the saved attacker’s SYN packet. SEQ
and ACK numbers are then synchronized leading to the third
phase in which the packets are exchanged directly between
the attacker and the backend. The study concluded that this
approach makes the hybrid honeypot much stealthier at the
expense of reduced performance . In general, honeypots need
to ensure that operations that are being emulated need to
maintain transparency. In other words, they need to hide any
modified sequence of events that is not realistic.
4) Dedicated Hardware: Although expensive, the use of
dedicated hardware for honeypots can help minimize their
detection (e.g., by reducing arbitrary software delays). Additionally, they also provide an additional layer of security
against honeypot compromise. These benefits were demonstrated in a study which showed a more efficient honeypot
architecture for malware sample collection. This architecture
implemented honeypots using dedicated hardware instead of
a general-purpose processor and it also made use of a highspeed implementation of the IP stack [22]. Additionally, the
approach used a specialized stateless TCP hardware, which
is highly tuned to the application domain. The stateless TCP
hardware can manage hundreds of thousands of simultaneous
connections thereby enabling the system to support large honeynets. Further, the dedicated hardware used by the honeypot
increased the speed of execution of TCP operations, which in
turn may reduce the likelihood of a honeypot being detected by
an attacker. An additional benefit of implementing honeypot
operations in hardware instead of software using generalpurpose processors is that it also reduces the risk of the
honeypot software being compromised and used for attacks
[22].
5) Dynamic Intelligence on Honeypots: The advent of
dynamic approaches to honeypot development as well as
novel techniques in machine learning and artificial intelligence
provide an opportunity for more diverse honeypots that alter
their behavior depending on the actions of an attacker. The
result is a more adaptable honeypot that is more difficult
to detect. In general, dynamic honeypots have a behavior
that is not fixed but changes based on some condition and
adapts to the current environment [23], [24]. In this case,
we do not need to perform configuration or re-configuration.
An example of such a system is a high interaction honeypot
that uses reinforced learning in order to dynamically change
its behavior based on the interaction that it has with an
attacker [25]. The honeypot can strategically block program
execution, alter program names in order to lure attackers and
can deceive attackers with the intent of having them reveal
their ethnic background, which is particularly important for
research honeypots.
B. Classification Summary of Honeypot Characteristics and
Approaches Avoiding Honeypot Detection
The various methods we have described above provide an
insight into the diverse array of options that can increase

the difficulty of an attacker to detect the deceptive nature
of a honeypot. However, many of these approaches may or
may not be applicable depending on the honeypot’s characteristics. Table I presents a summary of approaches and
honeypot characteristics that can work together in order to help
honeypot designers better assess their honeypot development
and honeypot uses.
Automatic re-deployment can be used for both research
and production objectives although it focuses mainly for low
interaction honeypots since altering large parts of configuration
for high interaction honeypots is expensive. The approach
applies to software-based honeypots because hardware based
honeypot configuration is too restrictive to yield significant
benefits in avoiding detection when altered. The automatic redeployment method for software-based honeypots is also quite
scalable.
By reducing delays in a honeypot system the strategy is
effective in reducing the number of hints to attackers for both
research and production honeypots. Reduced delays benefit
honeypots across all levels of honeypot interaction including
hybrid honeypots (involving low and high interactions). The
cost of scalability also remains low because many of the parts
of the honeypot that can be optimized for avoiding detection
are software-based.
Assuring transparency for modified operations (e.g., sandboxed program execution or TCP connection handover) is
important for research honeypots where an attacker is expected
to leak more information and have higher level interactions
with the honeypot. Since the primary components are software
based, they tend to be more scalable as demonstrated by one
of the recent studies [22].
Use of dedicated hardware is the most expensive choice in
terms of scalability cost but has also been demonstrated to be
highly effective for both low and high interaction honeypots.
This approach is most suitable when the honeypot interaction’s
duration is expected to be rather short such as in production
honeypots.
Finally, a major benefit for research high interaction honeypots can be achieved through the use of dynamic intelligence
in honeypots. The approach is software based and therefore
the computational overhead requirements may result in high
overheads when scaling up especially if artificial intelligence
is involved (that may include long training times).

predictable to attackers with a limited ability to adapt. In
fact, more than 50 honeypots that are included in a recent
review [6] are falling behind in ensuring detection avoidance
from attackers (often having a known vulnerability that signals
their deceptive nature). Additionally, many of these tools have
terminated their development cycle several years ago. As such,
we propose that the new generation of honeypots needs to
consider all these shortcomings by embracing a more adaptive
design, based on more agile software engineering paradigms
(e.g., microservice) and ensure some rigidness against the
advent of more advanced detection techniques. We argue that
by leveraging AI or machine learning (including adversarial
machine learning) [26] we can make the next generation of
honeypots more scalable, robust, cost-effective in avoiding
their detection from cyber attackers.
By incorporating adaptive techniques in a honeypot’s
core functionality we can improve ”non-discernible” pseudorandomness in a honeypot’s functions and ensure that the
honeypot adapts to its network environment. For example, a
honeypot software that is placed within a financial network can
“learn” based on a training set what files and services typically
run in a banking environment and mimic their configuration
as close as possible to real-world scenarios. The ultimate goal
of this adaptability characteristic is to ensure the persistence
of an interaction between an attacker and a honeypot.
Honeypots need to also adopt a modular design by embracing polilithic [27], [28] architecture paradigms. This transformation can ensure that module updates are automatically
transferred to the honeypots that use them. For example, a
database honeypot can make use of natural language processing and build fake databases on the fly based on the input of
an attacker. The decision about making these fake databases
and tables will need be structured and can be offered in a
modular manner or via an Application Programming Interface
(API) (e.g., RESTful API).
Finally, honeypots need not underestimate that machine
learning and adversarial machine learning techniques can
make static honeypots that do not adapt obsolete. Even those
honeypots that support dynamic intelligence (or based on some
AI technique) are in danger of becoming detectable unless they
retain their training knowledge sets secret and update or alter
them frequently.

IV. T HE F UTURE OF H ONEYPOTS

V. C ONCLUSION

Over the past decade several types of honeypots [6], [24],
[23], [16] have been proposed with a long history of development . Krawetz [19] predicted the cat and mouse game that
has been prevalent in the development of these honeypots.
Although honeypot software has not become obsolete, it
appears that it has not made the leap that other cybersecurity
tools (e.g., Intrusion Detection System (IDS)) have undergone.
The majority of honeypots available, although open-source
and free, are still monolithic in their architecture with odd
development cycles and maintenance. While they are available to security professionals, they are known and highly

In this work, we have identified several approaches that
can be used to ensure detection avoidance for honeypots.
We have reviewed and discussed recently proposed successful
approaches which should be a first step forward to ensure that
honeypots are less detectable by attackers. However, a leap
forward is long overdue for honeypot developers to design
better deceptive software. New emerging technologies for
achieving this goal are already available but a more holistic
approach is needed to ensure the next generation of honeypots. Given that honeypots are mainly intelligence gathering
devices, their designs and implementations must evolve with

TABLE I
H ONEYPOT C HARACTERISTICS AND A PPROACHES FOR AVOIDING D ETECTION
Detection Avoidance Techniques
Approach
Automatic Redeployment
Delay Reduction
Transparency
Dedicated Hardware
Dynamic Intelligence

Primary Objective
Research or Production
Research or Production
Research
Production
Research

the fast changing landscape of cybersecurity threats in the 21st
century.
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